ACLU threatens to sue if cameras installed
by Cyndee Fontana
Representatives of the American Civil
Liberties Union ) ACLU ) told members of
the Academic Senate safety advisory
committee it would probably file a lawsuit
against the university if a surveillance
camera is installed atop the Business
Tower.
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Murray Whitaker, ACLU member and
SJSU sociology professor, told the committee at its Thursday meeting that the
ACLU is concerned about the "chilling
effect" the cameras would have upon
students and staff circulating around the
Student Union and amphitheatre, where
political and other free-speech events are
held.
The safety advisory committee is

reviewing a University Police Department
report which recommends the installation
of three 24-hour surveillance cameras on
campus. In addition to the Business
Tower, the report recommended placing
the equipment on Joe West Hall and
Duncan Hall.
A state grant of about $43,000 would
provide partial funding for the cameras,
although both the 24 -hour system
recommended by police and an eight-hour
proposal included in the report would cost
more than that figure.
Additional funds for the 24-hour
system, which would cost $71,851 for
cameras alone or the eight-hour system,
which would cost $51,398 for cameras
alone, would have to come out cf the

university’s purse, according to Police
Chief Earnest Quinton.
Committee chairman Cordell Koland
suggested the committee wait until its
March 28 meeting before deciding on a
recommendation to give to SJSU
President Gail Fullerton.
Fullerton will decide whether or not to
buy the cameras before the end of April.
"One thing we don’t want to do is rush
in and come up with an inappropriate
decision." Roland said.
Committee members requested the
police department provide the group with
statistics on the type of crimes that occur
on campus and whether violent crimes
occur in the areas the cameras would be
watching.

camera from the roofs of the buildings
suggested as camera sites.
Members questioned the effectiveness
of a police proposal to shield the Student
Union and S.U. Amphitheatre from the
viewing scope of the Business Tower
camera.
ACLU representative Whitaker said
the shield "could be removed at any time.
"I don’t think people are willing to
take the chance that the plate hasn’t fallen
off since the last time" a free-speech event
was held in the area, he said.
Committee members asked whether
police could offer a guarantee that the
shield would not be renioved, even if the
administration or police department
should change personnel.
see CAMERAS page 3

The group also asked for reassurance
from the police department that the
cameras would not just push criminals out
of the campus area and into the city.
The report cites Wayne State
University in Detriot, Mich., as an
example of a college that has an effective
surveillance camera system.
Wayne State experienced a 45-percent
drop in crime after installing three
cameras in buildings in the area, but
crime in the area around the university
increased 7.5 percent after the equipment
was installed on campus.
Police also agreed to privide the
committee with a tape of a camera
demonstration held last year on Joe West
Hall and photographs taken with the
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Enrollment declines
fourth straight year;
SJSU to receive
fewer state dollars
by Jeff Davis
Final university enrollment
figures declined for the fourth
year in a row this semester.
Information released by the
Office of Admissions and Records
shows a decline of 758 students
from spring of 1980.
Total student enrollment
came in at 24,031, with the
number yf full-time equivalent
(FTE} students, or those taking
10.9 units or more, dropping 555 to
a total of 17,529.
A breakdown by individual
schools within the university
wasn’t availably at press time,
but will be relea.,ed later this
week.
State funding for the
university depends on its
enrotiment projections so the
continued drop means less state
money.
Since the number of FTE

students for the fall of 1980 was
18,550, the enrollment forecast of
36,000 FTE students for the 198081 year was met.
This means the university
will not have to return any state
funding as it did in 1980, when the
1979-80 forecast was not lived up
to.
The drop in enrollment is
unfortunate, but the big thing is
we made budget predictions for
this year," Jerry Coleman,
deputy director of Admissions
and Records, said. "We’re very
happy about that."
SJSU enrollment has been
decreasing steadily from the fall
of 1977, when it peaked at 28,309.
"I don’t think we will ever
see enrollment as high as ’77
again," Registration Officer
Douglas Hartshorn said. "It
won’t be until later on in the ’80s
before it will pick up again."
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At left, the graph shows the average to al enrollment for the
fall and spring semesters in the years listed. At right, the
Hartshorn said a more extensive night school program
aimed at attracting more
students who work during the day
would be one way of improving
sagging student numbers.
"Becau-se of the economy, we
feel that more people are forced
to work days instead of attending
school," he said.

Clyde Brewer, director of
Admissions
and
Records,
predicted an upswing in
enrollment "around 1983."
Population studies indicate
there will be more college-age
individuals available for higher
education at this time, he said.
The enrollment turn-around
expected by the Admissions and
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Records Office is based on a
number of factors.
Population trends, an improved economy and a more
aggressive recruiting policy were
all cited as possible reasons for a
rise in the student population.
"I think we’re still in a(L.CC’b1)1
declining trend, but I don’t think
we will go much lower than this,"

Brewer said.
An improved economy will
free more people from working to
stay alive and give them more
time for an education, he said.
"I don’t mean to promote any
of President Reagan’s plans, but
I do think we will see an overall
increase in the economy in the
next few years," he said.

Mouse scurries
through bakery
and Earth Toys
by Stacey Stevens
More than just the
customers have been
coming to eat at the
Spartan Bakery lately.
Apparently, a field
mouse has been spotted
running back and forth
from Earth Toys to the
bakery.
The mouse was first
seen by Earth Toys employee Randy Hunter about
a month and a half ago. fie
said it is small and brown.
"He sure runs fast,"
Hunter said.
runs
The
mouse
through a six inch by three
inch space between the
floor and a piece of
plywood attached to the
ceiling and wall.
The plywood serves as
a temporary divider to
cover a gap between the
bakery and the Earth Toys
sections.
Toys
The
Earth
building is owned by
Spartan Shops, according
to John Carrow, Spartan
Shops
food
service
manager. He said Spartan
Shops gave up the space to
Earth Toys to let it expand

photos by Norma Nfiniares

Anger in the night
Jessie Baker, in above photo, and Linda
Cameron, in right photo, lead marchers in
chants at last Thursday night’s "Take Back
the Night" march which recognized
women’s oppression.

its shop a few years ago.
Carrow said the bakery
has not had trouble with
mice for quite some time.
However, he said, mice can
be a problem for a number
of reasons.
The age of the bakery
building, the door being
propped open a lot, the
rainy season, and the
construction of the new
library may all be reasons
why mice enter the
building.
pest
Terminex, a
control company Spartan
Shops has a contract with,
comes in once a month and
does a maintenance job in
the bakery, according to
Carrow.
This company puts out
what are called "stick
pads" which attract mice
by the scent and act like fly
paper when trapping the
mouse.
Carrow said the
company came out
Thursday to do its monthly
service.
Also, Carrow plans on
having the hole between
Earth Toys and the bakery
patched up.

Rally organizers disagree about men’s attendance

Chanting women march to ’Take Back the Night’
by Bruce Buckland
A "Take Back the Night" march organized by the promoters of
"Womyn’s Week" culminated SJSU’s "Womyn’s Week 1981" last
Thursday night.
A group of about 150 people assembled at the S.U. Amphitheatre at
7 p.m. Chant leaders exhorted the crowd in a series of chants
reminiscent of a 1960s anti-Vietnam War rally.
"Women-united, will never be defeated! Women unite! Take back
the night!" they sang in tempos that rose and fell with the mood of the
crowd.
Revolutionary Communist Youth Brigade members circulated in
the crowd of spectators around the rim of the amphitheatre selling
copies of the "Revolutionary Worker" and the "Militant."
"Womyn’s Week" co-ordinator Regina Falkner said the RCYB
had not been invited as a group but were welcome to participate as
individuals.

After about 20 minutes of chanting, the demonstrators formed into
an orderly column and marched around the outskirts of the campus.
White-clad "monitors" with flashlights guided the column through
intersections and prevented the demonstrators from walking on the
lawns of buildings they passed.
The marchers carried signs with various slogans. One said "Rape
Does Not Excite Me" and another said "Rape is a Brutal Invasion of
Rights, of Bodies, of I,ives." Three men held a banner that said "Men
support Womyn-Take Back the Night."
There was a substantial number of men in the crowd.
"I think it’s important for men to realize where they fit and what
they can do to help the women’s movement," "Take Back the Night"
supporter Brian Belgrade said.
There had been some controversy among "Take Back the Night"
organizers over whether or not to encourage men to attend the
demonstration.

5’

"I was one of the women who was in strong opposition to men
attending,- Robin Williams, march participant and featured speaker
for the demonstration, said.
Williams said she changed her mind after an exchange of views
with male supporters of the march.
"Nothing is going to change until we let them help us change
things," she added.
"The purpose of ’Take Back the Night’ is to take it back from
violent men," Falkner said. -It was decided that the women who can’t
deal with men being there don’t realize that it’s not all men who are
violent."
After making a complete circuit of the campus, the marchers, still
chanting, filed into the Student Union and up the stairs to the upper
pad,
A succession of four speakers on feminist issues folly wed.
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Mystery prof’s promotion ’deal’ questioned
Stephen
(it)

Stroth

The faculty peer review process
has been dealt a crippling blow and
the assailant appears to be SJSU
President Gail Fullerton.
Though much of the information
surrounding Fullerton’s action is
vague and not for the public record,
the seriousness of its confirmed
existence implies a complete disregard for the whole
purpose of the review process.
Designed to provide the most just method of
evaluating a faculty member’s right to promotion, the
review process employs several levels of review by
committees made up of the faculty member’s peers.
According to former SJSU President John Bunzel,
Fullerton ignored the recommendations of all those levels
by retracting her own decision to deny tenure to a female
assistant professor at SJSU when that faculty member
threatened a sex -discrimination lawsuit.
Bunzel, now a senior research fellow at Stanford
University, made the claim in a Jan. 18 guest column in
the San Jose Mercury-News.
Since the action is a personnel matter, the actual facts
involved in the case are not public information and have

heretofore prevented any factual account of the specifics
involved in the decision.
In his article, Bunzel claim ed Fullerton granted the
female faculty member tenure and a promotion to
associate professor retroactive to Sept. 1, 1980, on the
condition that she resign from the university effective
June 1982.
The "deal" came despite, as Bunzel claims, decisons
made by the department, school and university review
committees that had all voted against tenure and
promotion.
Fullerton herself had decided to deny promotion on
the recommendation of those committees. But, when a
sex-discrimination suit was threatened against the
university by the then assistant professor, Fullerton opted
for an easy settlement to "avoid a public and expensive
hassle," Bunzel wrote.
Bunzel, who declined to identify his source of information, also declined, to name the faculty member,
deciding instead to use the pseudonym Betty Smith.
Less than one week later, the mysterious Betty Smith
submitted her own article for publication in the Mercury
claiming Bunzel’s explanation of the event was improperly contrived and based on heresay.
She nonetheless admitted a deal had in fact been
made.
"I have nothing to hide in the public disclosure of this
settlement," Smith wrote.
While her willingness to go public with the issue is

virtuous, there is serious question as to the genuineness of
her "public disclosure" when written under a pseudonym.
Sadly, the identity of Betty Smith is the worst kept
secret among the campus faculty. But disclosure of the
name threatens to be an invasion of privacy into Betty
Smith’s personal employment record, so no one will talk
on the record.
In her article, Smith declined to address the specific
claims made by Bunzel and instead defended her right to
appeal administrative decisions through proper channels,
which include legal action and the "deal" worked with
Fullerton.
Fullerton is not bound by committee recommendations and is charged with the final decision in all
promotion appeals.
Despite Fullerton’s ultimate accountability in the
process, the important issues are whether or not she was
bullied into granting tenure or if she made a reasonable
judgment that Smith was improperly reviewed by the
committees and actually deserved her promotion.
Smith wrote that in her argument to Fullerton. Smith
claimed that often-times unconscious prejudices cloud
decisions amidst the guise of accepting the principles of
equal treatment. It was upon these prejudices that she felt
she had been judged and therefore had been wronged.
However, other questions arise about the solidity of
her argument. What information could Fullerton have
possibly heard that could not have been submitted to the
committee for re-review in the normal process, avoiding

the " dea I "
Instead of following conventinal channels for rereview, a contract, according to Bunzel, was signed and
promotion was granted for unknown reasons with
unknown conditions.
The seriousness of the precedent by Fullerton
demands public debate of the "deal,- or at least the
disclosure of the facts involved in the case and the
specifics of the contract.
Smith labeled Bunzel’s argument -an empty call for
the unquestioned acceptance of administrative authority"

The identity of Betty Smith is the
worst kept secret on this campus
but no one will talk on the record
and her own actons as an "appeal for vigorous intellectual inquiry."
In the spirit of Betty Smith, I question the administrative authority that granted her tenure and I call
for a vigorous intellectual inquiry into the validity of the
charges Bunzel has made.
If what he claims is true, Smith and Fullerton will
indeed have made, as Bunzel wrote, "a mockery of the
peer review process" in a deal for which there is no
academic parallel.

’Take Back the Night’ march
unites women against rape
Stacey Stevens
Stall Writer

By day I lived in terror
By night! lived in fright
For as long as! can remember
A lady don’t go out at night
No, a lady don’t go out at night
But! don’t accept the verdict
It’s an old one anyway
Cause nowadays a woman
Can’t even go out in the middle of the day
Some have an easy answer
Buy a lock and live in a cage
But my fear is turning to anger
And my anger is turning to rage
And! won’t live my life in a cage - no!
’Take Back the Night’
For some, the "Take Back the Night" march and
ally held last Thursday night was a time for a bunch of
screaming women’s libbers who wanted to air their
frustrations in public to do just that.
For others, it was a time for women to unite and express their views on the issues of rape, wife beating,
pornography and incest.
The night started out with a group of about 75 people
which contained mostly women in the amphitheatre.
People carried signs, chanted and expressed their
anger through various yells and whistles.
I was impressed by their enthusiasm.
"I don’t know, but I’ve been told, women’s bodies are
bought and sold; I don’t know, but I think I’m right,
women have got to take back the night," was my favorite
chant the group recited as it made its way around the
SJSU campus for the march.
The group’s chanting brought attention to itself, as
other people joined it along the way. By the end of the
march there were about 150 to 200 people present.
All the "enthusiasts" of the march went to the S.U.

Ballroom afterwards to listen to four speakers talk about
feminism in today’s world. The number of people to attend
this went from 150 to about 75 people.
The evening was designed to have all the women in
the march unite in expressing their anger and frustration
for not being able to go out alone at night. I think this task
was accomplished.
However, I question just how far the unification
between women went. On the outside it seemed like
everyone was unified yet on the inside that wasn’t always
the case.
Different women had different views on how seriously
they should take the march.
"I think it’s great women are taking back one night,"
one marcher said, but said women should be more
demanding and be able to walk the streets anytime they
like.
On the other hand, another marcher was completely
satisfied with marching that one night as a symbol of the
problems that face women.
The evening seemed geared towards feminism and if
you weren’t a feminist it was hard to follow what was
going on. This was especially true during the speeche.s
that were given in the ballroom.
Rape, incest, pornography, and wife beating were
stressed as sciey things if they happened to you. The
march and rally were very effective in relaying this
message.
Probably the most effective thing that happened
during the evening was finding out that in the month of
January, 60 rapes were reported in the San Jose area
alone. For this, San Jose women should have every right
to yell.
Also, if current trends continue, the FBI said 50
percent of all American women will be raped at some
point in their lives. With a statistic like that, it’s good to
see women "taking back the night."
It’s unfortunate, however, that the night is only
planned once a year and has to be planned.

Daily Policy
The policy of the Spartan Daily
regarding letters and material
submitted from individuals or
organizations outside of the Spartan
Daily staff is as follows:
Letters
Letters should be submitted to the

Spartan Daily office iJC 208) between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. weekdays, or
by mail to the Opinion Page, do the
Spartan Daily, San Jose State
University, 125 S. Seventh St., San
Jose, CA 95192.
All letters must include the
writer’s signature, major, class

standing, address and telephone
number. Only the name, major and
class standing will be printed.

letters

The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to limit the number of letters
on a given topic after a sufficient
amount of comment has appeared.

More variations
for SJSU
Editor:
In regard to Mr. Brtek’s letter of
March 12, here’s the verdict. Anyone
who would spend their time commenting on such trivial issues as
"U"s or accent marks should be
attending a college and not a
university.
Could it be the "U" scares
people? After all, I’ll be the first to
admit that spelling university is
quite a chore!’
In the unlikely event that his
idea catches on, we might also
consider not crossing the "T" and
not dotting the "I". It seems such a
task. While we’re at it, why not drop
the silent "E" in state!
Maybe we could just let the
"San" be "understood" as well.
Jose Stat sounds like a nice
place.
What do you think, Vance?
F. Bryan MeCullagh
Aeronautics,
junior
Maurice L. Goldman III
Marketing/Advertising
senior

’Womyn’s Week’
a note of thanks
’81
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Editor:
This is a note of thanks to all the
people who cooperated to put

together a great Womyn’s Week this
year. I attended as many of the
programs as possible and enjoyed
the diversity of subjects, opinions
and personalities that I found. My
feminist consciousness and my pride

in being female have both been
raised considerably ry this experience. Thanks again!
Mary Ann Sullivan
Nutritional Sciences
graduate
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Child care center faces cuts

It

by Rich Robinson
Due to cuts in the education budget by the Reagan
administration, the Frances Gulland Child Development
Center may face cutbacks if the Associated Students can’t
make up the difference.
The center, in a church on the corner of 10th and San
Salvador streets, services SJSU students’ pre-school
children.
The center is requesting $31,000 from the Associated
Students, an increase from its $29,000 request from the
previous year.
The center is licensed to haldle 50 children at a time.
Parents who are able, pay a nominal $1.a0 per hour fee.
According to Rona Wooley, director of the center, the
Reagan cuts are going to affect staff, the feeding of the
children, the amount of children that may be served and
the general way the center receives funds from the
federal government.
photo by Mon Bo/
Wooley sent
this
information to the AS.
A Cal PRIG representative gathers signatures for petition and distributes Budget Committee at its hearing Tuesday.
The committee is faced with the task of recominformation
mending cuts of $66,000 in order to balance the A.S.
budget. They have budget of about $496,000 with requests
totaling about $561,000.
Wooley told the committee the $6,000 the center
received front the government this year to feed the
by Stephanie Villegas
The group has worked an additional $3 in children will be "cut in half" by the Reagan Ad1,800 on establishing community registration fees. The fee, ministration.
More
than
Staff may also be reduced due to proposed cuts in the
signatures have been action projects like the however, is refundable to
efit1,1 C olbta
gathered in an effort to Farmers’ Market, the San students who choose not to Work Study Program, in which SJSU student assistants
Julianne Rappa, budget committee representative, asks about a proposed
are hired and their wages subsidized by the government.
establish a California Jose Food Co-op and the support the group.
Wooley also said if Aid to Families with Dependant fund-raiser for the SJSU child care center.
The research group is
Public Interest Research San Jose Recycling Center.
an independent student- Children is but back, the center may lose some clients.
Group at SJSU.
Consumer research
According to Wooley. if some ot these people are cut
funded organization. AcThe research group, a projects have also been
off they willnot be able to afford school, thus they will not
cording to Shireman, who
broad-based organization, done on solar energy and
need to use the center.
is a student at Berkeley, it
is geared to provide landlord/tenant relations.
The fourth way Reagan’s proposals will hurt the
would take at least $30,000
students with assistance in
Other projects incenter is his plan for block grants replacing categorical
a year to pay for the
university issues, or issues cluded the Berkeley Bottle
grants, according to Wooley.
concerning the student as a Bill, in which the im- group’s professional staff
This will force childcare to compete for funds with
and to cover operating
voter, consumer or tax- plementation of a local
other educational institutions such as colleges and
payer.
recycling ordinance is expenses.
by Nancy Gibson
The
non-profit
As an active student I cording to Student Union universities, she said.
The signatures were being monitored with
The budget committee is not making any recomorganization is supported
The student-at-large represent the student body Director Ron Barrett.
obtained in front of the suggested modifications;
by volunteers. Students
representative to the and as a member of the These students have full mendations at this point. It is hearing from all the groups
Student Union, throughout research on standardized
Student Union board of Greek system, I relay the voting power on the board before making any final decisions on where the 166,000 in
the campus, the dining tests in which the test may receive academic
governors resigned from goings on of the board to and represent the student cuts are going to take place.
commons and the dor- questions, costs and profits credit through directed
Other budget requests to come before the committee
studies
or
internships
while
body.
his position at the board’s the Greeks," he said.
industry
are
testing
of
the
mitories. The petition must
included the Environmental Information Center which is
working
on
projects.
Any
student
can
apply
Jackson
meeting
wanted
to
be
last
Tuesday
and
the
examined;
being
be presented to the
According
to
involved in "the running of for this position through requesting $6,020, an increase of $220 over last year’s
because of class conflicts.
a
Associated
Students Consumer Hotline,
Shireman, the group offers
Students. request.
Jeff Jackson, a the campus," and he saw Associated
election
board for prospective project to
students an opportunity to business senior and the board of governors as Applications will be invalidation before the operate a phone service to
fight for their rights. It
terviewed by the A.S.
member of Phi Delta Theta "the best way to do that."
student service project answer and publicize
gives students a voice in
The term of this personnel
selection
fraternity needed a class in
proposal can be placed on consumer complaints and
NATIONAL SOCIETY OF FILM CRITICS
the
political
process.
student-at-large
position, committee which then
order to graduate this
the ballot for the A.S. questions.
"Students can make a
which
is
one
of
four
student
makes
a
recommendation
semester that conflicted
election March 30 and 31.
According to student difference," Saletan said.
with the time of the board positions on the board, to the A.S. board of
One issue the group employee Bill Shireman,
If established, SJSU’s
expires June 1982, ac- directors.
meetings.
interest
research
public
the
will work on is the price of
could be the strongest and
"I
really
regret
having
to
works
at
Berkeley
group
textbooks. They will inBEST FOREIGN FILM
most effective group in the
vestigate the high prices of solve problems and offer Bay Area due to the high to resign," Jackson said. "I
The ...hived Sruderir Proem’, Bnard 5151’
is
imboard
think
the
textbooks and suggest alternative solutions.
t.ograbon
rdith
the
5
I
Theater
Guild
contributions expected,
prnudly present
portant and I enjoyed being
"A GEM! High comedy is alive
ways prices can be cut,
A majority of the 1,536 according to Saletan.
IN THEIR FIRST SAN IOSE APPEARANCE
on
it.
according to Ira Saletan, votes cast in last year’s
"The support has been
and well:’
AT THE CENTER FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS
associate director of the A.S. presidential election is good," Shireman said. "It
Res Reed
"I was hoping to be
Berkeley-based group.
needed before the project ( the petition) has also been able to do both but it
THE LONG WHARF THEATRE
a combined effort to get became obvious that I
"There are all kinds of can be enacted.
If the project is ap- acquainted with the couldn’t. I didn’t want to be
things students can have an
"NAUGHTY AND CHARMING!
involved on the board in
proved, students will pay students."
effect on," Saletan said.
any way less than fullThe cast is wonderful."
time."

Petition helps Cal PRIG
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resigns at
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-continued from page 1
"It would be welded as
part of the mounting when
the camera is positioned,"
Sgt. William Lane said. "It
would be there until we
take it down."
Partly because of the
closeness of the proposed
surveillance camera to the
free speech area, the
Associated Students and
the Concerned University
Employees and Students
committee have opposed
the camera proposal.
Four other groups, the
of
Faculty
Congress
Associations,
the
California State Employees Association, the
Professors of
United
California, and I.ocal 87 of
the Service Employees
International Union, AFL,CIO, are also opposed to
the proposal.
Among the objections,
the groups are against the
proposal because they say
it is not cost-effective.
Arlene Okerlund, dean
of the School of Humanities
and Arts and a safety
committee member, called
the controversy over the
free speech area a "red
herring."
"It also has a ’chilling
effect’ to be raped or
mugged," Okerlund said.
"I don’t like the police
when I get pulled over and
given a traffic ticket, t
I’m sure glad they’re
around."
"I’m not at all per
suaded that ( a camera

Spartan Daily
Serving the San Jose Slate
linty emit!, Community
Since 1934
I VC PS 5094101
Second CBISS postage paid at San
Jose, California Member of California Newspaper Publishers
Association and the Associated
Press Published daily by San
Jose State University, during
the college year The opinions
expressed in the paper are not
necessarily those of the Department of Journalism and Maw
Communications, the University
Administration or any student
or faculty organization Subscriptions accepted on a remainder of semester basis Full academic year, $15 Each semester,
$7.50 Off-rampus price per
copy, 15 cents Phone Editorial
277-3181 Advertising 277-3171
Printed by Independent Publications

sweeping streets would be
a crime deterrent," she
said.
"I don’t see surveillance of the free speech
area as much of a concern," Kolland said.
Okerlund said the
committee’s job is "to buy
the most security with the
funds we’ve got."
Executive
Vice
President Jack Coleman
said the money earmarked
for the purchase of the
cameras could be shifted to
buy other police equipment.
"I just don’t see how
they (cameras) can be
effective," James Babb,
student representative on
the
committee
and
executive assistant to A.S.

-Gene ShaliT NBC-TV

President Mike Medina,
said.
’ ’Perhaps putting them
inside the parking garages
would be a better idea,"
because more crime occurs
in the garages, Babb said.
Rebecca Rangel, an
ACLU
representative,
called the meeting a
"farce" and accused the
administration of already
deciding to implement the
police proposal.
"If anyone listens to
the rhetoric around here, a
decision has already been
made," she said.
Coleman said the
proposal is "still an open
issue" and a decision has
not been made "privately
or publicly" by the administration.

Geologist shows
Mount St Helens
blowing her top
A member of the U.S. Geological Survey team that
monitored Mount St. Helens described the mountain’s
massive explosion to a group of students, last week at
Duncan Hall.
About 90 students showed up to listen to Dr. James
Moore’s slide presentation on the eruptions of the
mountain.
Mount St. Helens began to become active around March
26, 1980. Its first big eruption occurred on May 18.
Moore’s slides showed how and where the mountain
Tupted.
The blast overturned bulldozers, sandblasted
everything in it’s way and broke off and uprooted trees.

Parts of the mountain
moved 2 meters a day
Referring to Spirit Lake, which is on the mountain,
Moore said, "You may have heard early reports that the
lake was gone.
"Well, it wasn’t gone, it was just covered with logs."
Moore said experiments to find out how hot the blast
was were conducted in a simulated furnace. According to
those test results, the heat from the blast was around /50
degrees Centigrade, which is 6,332 degrees Fahrenheit.
Moore also described the type of phenomenon that
occurs on an active volcano, For instance, before the
eruption on May 18, parts of the mountain actually moved
two meters a day.
Hundreds of earthquakes were also recorded on tic
mountain, most registering around four on the Richter
scale
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Pomography,w;fe beating threaten women
Wife beating all too common
by Doug Kelley.
According to FBI
estimates, every 15
seconds a woman is
beaten by her husband,
Shannon Wilber said as
she spoke on the subject
of battered women
"Womyn’s"
during
Week.
Wilber is a counselor working for
WOMA or the Woman’s
Alliance. The Santa
Clara County chapter of
WOMA handles more
than 700 cases a month
involving
either
counseling or referrals,
she said.
Woman battering is
a cyclical problem, she
said. Children of violent
homes, even if they are
not beaten themselves,
learn to resolve
problems and release
emotions physically.
There are many
misconceptions
and
myths about wife
beating, Wilber said.
Many people think wife
beating is rare, she said,
but it actually involves a
significant amount of
the married population.
From one-half to
three-quarters of
divorce proceedings
include allegations of
severe beating by the
ohoro by Carl Jac
husband, she said. Also,
about one quarter of all Shannon Wilber spoke out against wife beating
murders in the United during a "Womyn’s Week" service program.
States occur within the
phenomenon she said
family and one-half of
Also, police often
those involve spouses
Why can’t the police
don’t have the proper
protect these women or
killing each other.
counseling background
why don’t they just
Wilber said the
to handle these things,
leave their husbands if
misconception that wif
she said, although
they are being beaten?
beating happens maiiily
several police departThe answer to this
in
lower -income
ments are starting to
question can be simple
families is not true.
get more involved.
or complex Wilber said,
It transcends all
The reason a
Police are reluctant
woman stays can be as
economic situations,"
to enter into family
she said.
simple as the women not
fights
for
several
Wife battering can
having transportation
reasons,
she
said.
First,
ethnicity
not be tied to
she said It could also
25 percent of police
or cultural differences
involve having no where
deaths occur when
either, she said. Women
to go, children to conofficers respond to
of all races and cultures
sider or no friends to
the
domestic arguments.
experience
turn to. A loss of self-

esteem is also a consideration, she said.
If a woman does
decide to leave her
husband, she must live
with the fear of possible
retaliation from her
husband, Wilber said.
Even a restraining
order from the court is
not enough because a
court order is only good
if the man chooses to
obey it.
Some of the worst
cases of wife beating,
Wilber said, are those
when the wife has had
the husband arrested.
Husbands released from
jail often return home
and "beat the hell out of
their wives."
Statistics show
many women beat their
husbands, Wilber said.
"What the statistics
don’t show is that the
woman is reacting to
violence against herself," she said.
Sometimes when a
wife is beaten, Wilber
said, she in turn takes it
out on the children, thus
reinforcing the violence
cycle.
There is no easy
answer to the problem
of battered women, but
and
counseling
awareness of the
problem are what the
Women’s Alliance is
attempting to do, she
said.
The Alliance offers
a 24-hour crisis hotline
and operates a shelter
facility for 25 women
and children in the San
Jcse area. They offer
legal services, child
care, job search and
counseling services,
Wilber said.
WOMA has a walkin center at 349 Willow
St. in San Jose. Their
hotline number is 2792962.

by Doug Kelley
Pornography teaches adult magazines men are
Pornography shows men to be afriad of given children’s fare.
women as wanting to feminism, relationships
He said this indominate men, to reverse and trust, Snowden said.
congruity is in part
The male culture
roles and to subjugate
responsible for increased
them, Rich Snowden, a teaches men to hate women incest in our society.
and
children
member of Men Against and
In one baby product
Male Violence told an ultimately leads men to
themselves advertisement, Snowden
audience Thrusday as a destroy
speaker for "Woiriyri’s because they are isolated showed how the word
from everyone else, he "sex" had been printed on
Week."
the baby’s arm several
In a very graphic slide- said.
presentation,
show
Pornography is not times.
He said advertisers use
Snowden used examples limited to just "male
Snowden sex in subliminal adpornographic magazines,"
from
photo
Jo,
magazines such as Hustler, said. The entire culture is vertising to influence
Playboy, Penthouse and inundated by magazines, consumers.
Rich Snowden talks
other far more revealing newspapers and films that
The continual presence
about the difference
magazines to show how use both conscious and of pronography before our
between pornography
men are manipulated subconscious methods to eyes in what we read and
and erotica.
subliminally into fearing alienate us from reality.
watch desensitizes us to
and hating women.
Kids see more murders violence, Snowden said.
the problem and make
He said pornography is on television while they are
others aware, he said.
As for what we can do
instrumental in causing growing up than they do
One member of the
to prevent ourselves from
violence against women.
math problems in the being abused by media
audience suggested people
Snowden used exten- classroom, he said.
send in postcards to admaterial, Snowden said,
sive examples of the toothvertisers,television
In comic books, he there was not much advice
ed vagina consurmng the said, children are given
stations and magazines to
he could offer. The best
male penis which appeared
protest "sexploitation."
adult pornography while in thing to do is be aware of
to be a recurring theme in
"male magazines."
He said this Freudian
symbol subconsciously
reinforces males’ beliefs
that women are out to get
men.
On the other hand,
Snowden showed examples
of women being consumed
by meatgrinders or being
hacked into several pieces
to demonstrate what
pornographers think must
be done in order to prevent
a female takeover.
People like Playboy
publisher Hugh Hefner
pretend to support the
women’s
movement,
Snowden said, but in
reality are entirely opposed to women gaining
any equality.
Their empires are built
on the denigration of
women, he said.
If you’re healthy and reliable, you can receive up to
Snowden cited a
$80
cash
a month by becoming a blood/plasma donor.
"secret memo" he said
It takes only two to four hours a week and you’re paid on
was smuggled out of
Hefner’s office which
the spot! It’s a safe, easy, and flexible way to get that exstated in part that the
tra cash now. Want to know more? Call Hyland Center
Playboy organization must
for an appointment at 294-6535. Hyland Donor Center,
do everything in it’s power
to stop women from
35 S. Almaden Ave., San Jose, CA. Open 7 a.m. to 4:30
making any serious gains
p.m. Closed Wednesday.
in society.

NEED EXTRA CASH?
Could you use an
extra $50-$80 a month?

RENT?

STUDENT DISCOUNT
STUDENT DISCOUNT
... big 25% discount for drivers under 25 years old with good scholastic records. Discount
can be continued after college graduation.

NON SMOKER DISCOUNT
... if you have not smoked in the past two years, then you’re eligible for 10% discount.

ACCIDENT FREE
If you have not had an accident in the past three years, then you’re eligible for an
additional 10% discount.

30/60 DISCOUNT
... if you’re between 30-60 years old, or if you don’t smoke, and you meet safe driver
requirements, then these package policies are available ... at reduced rates.

WHY INSURE WITH FARMERS?
Farmers group of companies is one of the largest and fastest growing insurance
organizations in the country, offering a wide range of insurance protection.
Farmers serves more than ten million policies.
Farmers is famous for fast, fair and friendly service.

DON’T PUT OFF WHAT YOU CAN DO TODAY.
Call- Robert L. Foster
at (408) 280-1350
2695 Moorpark Ave.
San Jose, Ca. 95128
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Spartan football star, Lady Spartan gymnast

Bill and Kurt Benjamin enjoy married life
by Holly Allen
Opinvin Editor

I Jaco

talks
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Four years ago,
Spartan football player Bill
Benjamin eyed a young
woman while she was
talking on the telephone,
and he told his friend "I’m gonna have her
someday."
"After she got off the
phone, I talked to her, and
then we started talking
everyday; we’ve been
together ever since - with
our ups and downs," Bill
said.
On Dec. 22, 1979, that
same woman became the
wife of the six -foot-threeinch, 226-pound defensive
end.
Bill’s wife Kurt is on
SJSU’s womens’ gymnastics team.
The two apparently
have a keen understanding
of each other’s triumphs
and failures. They offer
support and advice to each
other, and they don’t fail to
mention the mistakes.
Enthusiasm
comes
naturally for most athletes
and dedication is a must.
Bill said he always
gives 100 percent when it
comes to football.
Sometimes he even has to
offer his enthusiasm to
Kurt.
"She was talking about

competing to get the season
over with and I got her
about that.
"I think both of us
being in sports makes us
closer; we know each
other’s problems," Bill
said.
"He is more dedicated
than I am," Kurt said. "In
his sport he has something
to look forward to. In
gymnastics, if you’re not
twelve years old and going
to the Olympics every four
years, there’s not a lot to
look forward to."
Kurt was the first to
agree when Bill said he
thinks she enjoys watching
football more than he
enjoys watching gymnastics.
"Emotionally
and
spiritually, she got me
ready for my last season that’s why I had such a
good season," he said.
When it comes to the
games, Bill said he must
know where Kurt is sitting,
and if she’s not where she’s
supposed to be, he plays
"crummy" until he spots
her.
Kurt doesn’t feel the
same way about her performance.
"I usually do my best
routines when he’s not
there," she said.
Kurt, a human per-

Kurt and Bill Benjamin take time out from workouts for study
forrnance major, and Bill,
a radio/TV major, are both
graduating in May, at the
age of 22. Bill is hoping for
a professional football
career, and Kurt hopes to
teach at a gymnastics club.
For both of them there
will be a lot of anticipation.

According to Bill, there
are some teams that have
shown interest in him.
These
professional
football teams include the
New York Giants, the New
England Patriots and the
Los Angeles Rams. One
Canadian team, the

Argonauts,
Toronto
already has Benjamin’s
rights if he should decide to
play in Canada.
The draft is April 28,
and Bill, who has already
signed with an agent,
figures that he will be
drafted in the lower
rounds.
"I sure hope I make it,
because I don’t know what
to do if I don’t. Right now,
it’s just hoping and
praying," he said.
Bill patterned his
after
style
football
Hollywood Henderson.
"He used to be my idol,
but if I do get drafted,
there’ll be no more looking
up to someone because I
plan to be in the same
league. I want to mold
myself," he said.
Both Kurt and Bill
have some fond memories
of their college years. Yet
for Bill, there was too much

pressure between football,
grades and Kurt. He is glad
to be graduating.
"The main thing is that
I graduated. I’m not real
intelligent, but I’m a hard
worker - I put as much
work into school as I did on
the field.
"Sports has taught me
discipline and control. I
used to have a temper,
exploding over everything," he said.
Kurt’s fondest memory
of her years as a gymnast
is her trip to Europe.
During her trip, she studied
gymnastics in Rumania,
lost a lot of weight, and
built up her strength.
To Bill, Kurt’s gymnastic highlight came
when, at the first meet of
the 1980-81 season, Kurt
achieved a difficult vault
routine for the first time. It
may be a biased opinion,
but to Bill, it looked like

the best vault of the day. The highlight of Bill’s
college career came when
his fellow team members
defensive
him
voted
captain before the SJSUBaylor game.
"It was my best honor,
because my peers voted for
me. When your own peers
respect you, that’s really a
compliment in itself.
"I cried when I got my
plaque at the awards
banquet. It was sentimental to me because I’m
among some super players
who were captains at San
Jose State."
The other honor
Benjamin received was a
second team All-PCAA
selection. This award goes
to the best talent in the
conference for each team
position.
"It I the PCAA award)
was just a good way to
finish my college career
off," Bill said.
As far as the gymnastics season and the
football season, there are
no time conflicts for Bill
and Kurt.
"When his season is on,
we’re ( gymnastics team)
pre -season
having
workouts, and when my
season is on, his season is
over," Kurt said.
Bill does have some
complaints about Kurt’s
sport.
"By her being a

gymnast, she comes home
with calluses on her hands,
so I can’t hold her hand."
Injuries and roadtrips
are the other two complaints Bill has about Kurt
being a gymnast.
When asked about a
family, Bill replied, "I’m
going to enjoy my wife
first. Marriage is just
getting better. I would say
three years down the road
we’ll start thinking about a
family."

HYPNOTISM
And

SELF-HYPNOSIS
Now Enrolling Prov State
ApprovedCertificate
with credit hours given
You are invited to attend first class FREE
La Terraza Room. Le
Baron Hotel. San Jose
Wed Mar 18, 7 30p m
Registration Information

Call 371-9521
Ormond McGill s
HYPNOTISM
TRAINING SEMINARS
1953 Hamilton Avenue

San Jose
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366 SOUTH FIRST ST., SAN JOSE 294-3800
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Benjamin strains while weightlifting, keeping in shape for a hopeful football career.
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Archaeology site attracts interest and study
’The
Find’

Students uncover
ancient artifacts
by Rich Robinson
To the unfamiliar eye,
the finds would look like
ordinary rocks.
archaeology
SJSU
however,
students,
discovered that the rocks
and pebbles unearthed at a
site near Highway 101 in
San Jose bear the

at that tune, according to
Alan I.eventhal, anthropology lab director at
SJSU.
The finds have been
discovered near a place
that used to be a
lake.
Pleistocene
Pleistocene refers to the
epoch in which it occurred.

that the primitive society
also hunted.
The second type of
finds are called exofacts
and include burnt and
butchered bones from a
variety of animals.
The archaeologists
have also found a human
skull fragment, according
to Lopez.

Archaeologists have pieced
together the Valley’s history

The study of the area is
being conducted by EnResearch
vironmental
Archaeologists. Most of the
crew members are SJSU
Native
and
students
Americans.

markings of an ancient
civilization that may date
back some 13,000 to 16,000
years.

According to SJSU
anthropology major Steve
Turner, the job was to
mitigate the site.

"It’s one of the most
in
sites
significant
California if not the most
significant site," said SJSU
anthropology major John
Lopez, one of many
students who participated
in the archaeological study
required for an EnImpact
vironmental
Report.
The report is necessary
so a bypass of Highway 101
can be built.
The site’s location is
being guarded by officials
for fear of vandalism (see
related story.
Close observation by
showed
the
students
markings were left by
ancient people, who used
the "rocks" as weapons or
food
in
tools
as
preparation.
With this information
the archaeologists are able
to "reconstruct climatic
conditions that took place"

We are currently in the
Holocene period. The
Pleistocene period occurred roughly between
10,000 years and three
By
million years ago.
those
reconstructing
conditions, archaeologists
are able to piece together a
history of the valley. The
history includes floods,
droughts and earthquakes.

Mitigate, Turner said,
means to "lessen the
damage" to the findings by
using archaeological tools

SJSU graduate Jeff
Hall (left) and anthropology senior John Lopez
screen soil for possible
rock
artifacts
that
could date as far back
at 16,000 years.
photo by Steve Maddix

as opposed to tractors and
bulldozers used in highway
construction.
Turner and Lopez said
the site will never be

As they dig through
each level or strata of
earth, they expose older
time periods. No one expected the finds would be
discovered as deep as they
according
to
were,
The
arLeventhal.
have
dug
as
chaeologists
deep as nine meters.

According to Lopez,
they were told to stop
digging at 7.5 meters. The
group, however, came
back on their own time to
dig deeper.

The first finds were
those of projects points,
which were stone tools and
weapons. The finds include
pestles, which were stone
tools used for grinding up
acorns. This indicates that
a gathering society once
inhabited the area.
Also found were
arrowheads which indicate

report will only scratch the
properly
mitigated long.
But as far as Lopez and surface of what could have
because the archaeology
been discovered.
team was not allowed to dig Turner are concerned, the
at the main site.
"We were only allowed
TUES. THRU SAT 9:00 A.M Ti) 6:00 PM.
to dig where Cal-Trans told
KEN’S HUBB BARBER SHOP
us," Turner said.
HAIRCUTS $4.75
Cal -Trans is the
FEATURING 50s & 60s ROCK & ROLL
California Transportation
318 SOUTH 10TH. SAN JOSE. CALIF. 279-9955
is
that
Department
NI X I TO 120141 141 S BOOKSTORE
overseeing the road
completion.

According to Turner.
the area that was covered
was only the periphery.
Turner said he feels that a
lot of major finds will never
be discovered because they
were not allowed to dig at
the main site.

Oh.ro by Steve,
SJSU archaeology students Steve Turner, left,
and Richard Fitzgerald

To date there have
been over 10,000 finds in the
area, according to Lopez.
The report for the EIR
will be over 10,000 pages

Artifacts guarded
by concealed site How to date an artifact
by Russ rung
The location of archaeological sites are as
closely protected as their
treasures, according to
Alan Leventhal, SJSU
Anthropology lab director.
This is done, Leventhal
said, to discourage vandalism and the searching of
some who are interested in
looking for artifacts, like
arrowheads.
As scientists, we try
to look at the site rather
than just the goodies,"
Leventhal said.
I.eventhal
said
although the exact location
of Site SEL-178 is not given
out to the public, those
interested can obtain
"enough information" so
they would be able to find
the site.
They can either call the
SJSU anthropology lab or
Cal-Trans. Leventhal said.
Cal -Trans is the
transportation department

(

overseeing the road
completion which will go
through the archaeological
site.
Leventhal said the
archaeologists who are
working on the site are
preparing to close it.
One of the last tests
they will do is to take a
floating sample of both
organic and light material
from different soil layers.
This is accomplished,
Leventhal said, by taking
large iiucket full of water
and the soil, and pouring it
through a
net
or
cheesecloth-like substance
to separate the material
from the muddy mass.
Leventhal said the
archaeologists hope to find
anything
that
might
describe what life was like
back then
The findings include
acorn shells, grass seeds.
and also animal bones,
Leventhal said.

by Ted Catanesi
The recent findings of
10,000 artifacts at the
nearby archaeological site
had to be dated, using a
dating
variety
of
techniques.
The techniques used
included Carbon 14 dating,
paleomagnetism, comparing sizes and styles of
the artifacts found and
using the strata of the site
as time markers.
The process of carbon
14 dating involves
measuring the rate of
carbon
14 decay in
organisms found.
"A certain amount of
carbon 14 is taken in by the
organism from the atmoshpere," said Alan
Leventhal, director of the
SJSU anthropology lab.
When the organism dies,
the intake of carbon 14

ceases and the carbon 14
begins its radiological
decay."
By measuring the rate
of decay and the amount of
carbon 19 in the organism,
the age can be estimated.
The half-life of carbon
14 is known to be 5,568
years, which means that
half the carbon in the
organism decays within
that time.
Leventhal said that
carbon 14 dating is reliable
for dating back 30,000
years, but an exact date
cannot be determined
method.
using
this
Therefore, other methods
are used to back up Carbon
14 dating.
Tree ring dating, or
Dendro-chronology, is used
to supplement carbon dating and produces an accu-

rate age of discoveries up
to 5,000 years old.
Another method used
to determine the age of the-.
called
findings
is
paleomagnetism.
Paleomagnetism is
used on areas of obvious
burning.
According to Leventhal, iron molecules in the
ground, when heated, align
themselves
toward
magnetic north. And since
magnetic north has shifted
over time, age can be
determined by figuring out
where magnetic north was
at particular times.
Other methods used
include comparing the
types of arrow heads.
jewelry, hunting weapons
and shell beads, which are
the best time markers in
the area.
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Challenging career opportunities await Engineering
and Business graduates with Varian. If you are about to
receive a BS or MS Degree in Engineering, an MBA or a
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frontiers of high technology.
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Budget slashes may condemn Building D

. 1981

by Barbara Wyman
Two separate federal
actions taken last month
could throw a curve on the
"best shot" Building D
protectors had at saving
the building, according to
Jack
Douglas,
SJSU
reference librarian.
DougLos, presently in
charge of a project to
register Building D as a
historic landmark, said the
Reagan administration’s
proposal to ax the Historic
Preservation Fund and a
new bill requireing owner’s
consent
to
register
historical buildings, may
make the road to preserving Building D a bit
rougher.
The Reagan proposal is
part of a $48.6 billion
budget-slashing program.
The proposal would lessen
chances for Building D to
registered
become a
landmark,
historical
should the necessary
process not be completed
this year, Douglas said.
Already this year,
$787,832 has been allocated
to the federal preservation
fund. But under Reagan’s
proposal, next year’s fund
would be nil.
Douglas said he hopes

Jeff
ropo
_opez
ssible
that
back

for their son who had brain
damage
and
was
"somewhat retarded,"
Douglas said.
The store was later
converted to a coffeeshop
type college hangout called
the "Pig- Pen."
As it stands now,
Building D is condemned.
It is one of the oldest
buildings on the campus.
Building D is scheduled
to be torn down within the
next five years as part of
the 1972 CSUC directive
that all buildings not on the
university masterplan be
demolished.
The "long-range" plan
photo by Brenda Flowers by the university lends a
Historic Building D, located on Ninth Street across ray of hope that there is
still time to find alterfrom the Student Union.
natives to destruction,
Douglas said.
he will have the necessary of its interesting past.
Building D was built in
But there is still
documentation (to show
the building’s historic early 1880 by the Kottinger another obstacle in the
significance) within a family, early settlers of path. A bill passed six
San Jose.
weeks ago by the state
month.
Mr. and Mrs. Kottinger legislature requires owners
Even so, he added,
"There is still 50 to 100 built the store as a hobby ( in this case, the CSUC
other organizations who
have their eyes on that
DELTA SIGMA PI
money too."
Douglas is struggling
PRESENTS
to get the building accepted
to the National Registry of
Historic Places on the basis

Board of Trustees) to
consent to the preservation
of the building, Douglas
said.
This would, he explained, mean convincing
the board first of the
historical significance of
the building.
Once consent is given,
the request has to go before
the State Office for Historic
Douglas
Preservation,
said. This department
meets only four times a
year.
If the building is not
registered as a landmark,
there are other possibilities
for preservation, Douglas
said.
Converting
the
building into an art gallery,
or a general store or
moving Earth Toys and the
bike shop into roe building
have also been suggested.

But registering the
Extensive costs lit
historically
would cost about $100,000 to building
bring the building to doesn’t mean it is immune
standards required for to demolition, Douglas
noted.
eating establishments) and
"It just makes it more
a required alteration of the difficult" and involves
masterplan were reasons more paperwork, he said.
cited in a memo from SJSU
Historical registratim
President Gail Fullerton could also be a mixed
for opposing the cof- blessing, Rodgers said. She
feehouse idea.
explained that a historical
may not require
types
of landmark
Other
the strict health and safety
renovation, Douglas said,
codes any other use would
would cost "a great deal
demand.
less."
On the other hand, she
Because these ideas added, it may be harder to
would have to be supported convince the public of its
by a strong force, historical worth if it is not
registering the building on declared a landmark.
the National Registry
Douglas
believes
remains the best hope, registering the building is
Douglas said.
the "best shot" we’ve got.

members of Associated
Students, the Student
Union board and Spartan
Shops.
The committee is
trying to put together a
memo stating reasons the
building should be
preserved and renovated,
but there is "nothing
definite yet," according to
Kristen Rogers, member of
the Student Union board of
governors
coffeehouse
subcommittee.
"It will take a lot of
convincing," she said.
An idea to convert the
building to a coffeehouse
was proposed last year
when the notion of saving
Building D first came
about.
Support for that idea
has since lessened and
"we’re not putting all our
eggs in that basket,"
Douglas said.

These proposals are
presently being studied by
a committee comprised of

ISSUES OF THE
HOLOCAUST
AND ITS
RAMIFICATIONS

Reprint
Sale!

HELEN Woods
FROM
HEAlTh SPAS
spEAkiNg ON ThE FITNESS
iNdusTRy ANd ThEiR

Jewish Identity in a Post -Auschwitz Era

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 1 8TH
12 NOON - 1:00
COSTANOAN ROOM IN THE
STUDENT UNION

6 for 990

GRECIAN

Lecturer Daryl Temkin is the Outreach
Associated of the Simon Wiesenthal
Center in Los Angeles, the largest center
for the study of the Holocaust in North
America.

One day
service guaranteed !!

MARkETiNq TACTICS

From 110. 126 or 135 size
color negatives

MAuch 17, 1981 2 P.M.
GUAdAtUpE Room

Otter

Satin borderless print,
Prints are dated

expres

CO -SPONSORED BY
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
AND HILLEL

3/20/81

Spartan 13ookitote

C lassifieds
Announcements
CAMPUS MINISTRY Worship:
Protestant, Sundays at 3 p.m.;
Rornn Catholic, Sundays at 1
P.m.; Episcopal, first and third
Sundays at 6,30 p.m., at the
Campus Christian Center, 300 S.
1011151.
STUDENT DENTAL Plan: Take
care of your mouth and teeth.
ENROLL
MONEY,
SAVE
Information and
N OWI I
at AS. Office or Info
brag
desk, or call 371-6411.
BASEBALL curds.
WANTED,
yearbooks and World Series
programs, autographs, statues
sports memorabilia. QUICK
CASH. See Or, Lapin, Business
Tower 763, or call 137.0111.
A THING of beauty is joy forever
... Give Me gift only you can
give, a beautiful, award -winning
portrait
JOHN
by
color
PAULSON PHOTOGRAPHY
Call John 01441323W
THE SJSU Sierra Club is sponsoring
a day hike to Las Trampas
Riplitra I Park on March I. For
1141Ormation call Mitch (41:) 364,
9174 also a tow spaces are
available for the March 22-23 ski
trip to So. Lake Tahoe. Sign up
and planning meeting March 6,
7:20 p.m., Guadalupe Room,
Student Union.
ST. PAUL’S Methodist Young Adult
group invites you to the slide
on El Salvador’
show -.,rC
thfs Sunday, March IS, ml pm.
at St Paul’s Church, 405 5 loth
St For more into call Steve al
297 3421 or the Church office at
74.454,
RIC 971 GRS is featoring the SF
basketball clinic.
Pleneers In
March IS, PER 101, 3:00. Come
byl
SJSU SPECIAL OtImPics mods
your help! Food, volunteers,
eIc.,are needed Call Sandy, 265
G91

Automotive
79 SUBARU 404 Woven, wht., A/C,
AM/FM Cass., slew tires, egg.
cant $4,e15/be01 offer. Call 1474401.

a

HONDA ’75 CS 7*4, S.S. SK miles.
New Windlernmer. Clean, nice
conditlen. Rick. 7974415 Prke

’

For Sale

re

nt
I.

MERCURY Capri, hod. lb
ty.
voiles. Still ender w
latrine, fer 55.100. Call 7397114.

1 YOUNG SCNOLARS: In the fable,
Ilte King had to give up non his
kingdom for the Alenthis of
Magic Squares But you con gel
I
the Atonable of Perfect 13013
Magic Squares on parchment
paper phis mph. tion and table
tor iusl ss post paid Pollens of
Pentads of Mt Megx Squares
with explanation 53 each or all
four for Se 00s1 paid Check or
money order to Bartholomew.
P0 Box 944, Los Alamos, NM
07544

B EER MAKING kit. Makes 4 cases,
53195. Beer Makers of America,
1040 N. 411, Call 214-4647. Open
Wed.Sat.
USED FURNITURE Dinettes from
5140.50. Sofa/chair sets from
$149.30. Bedroom sets from
11149.50. Lamps from S10.50.
Mattress and springs front
571.50. CORT FURNITURE
4975
RENTAL
CENTER,
Stevens Creek Blvd., I blk. east
of Lawrence Expwy. Call 91145591.
35mm CAMERA FOR Sale, Nike.
F2. 5350 (make offer or trade).
Call 99141411 Way / or 354-591111
(eves.) Ask lor Therese.

Help Wanted
COMPANIONS: HOURLY wage.
Work with retarded persons in
thith homs
afternoons,
evenings, or weekends. No
experience needed. We train
Call 914 2259 or 136-0111.
tutor
CHINESE
MANDARIN
wanted. Write Jay Voral 31 1430
Koll Circle, Suite 113, San Jose
CA 1111.
CRUISES: CLUS Mediterranean
sailing expeditims1 Needed:
Sports Instructors, Off ice
Personnel, Counselors. Europe,
Caribbean, Worldwide! Sum. Send S5.95 plus SI
mer,
handling
for
application,
openings
guide
to
CRUISEWORLD, 2535 Watt
Ave., Sacramento, CA 95060
SUMMER RAFTING Jobs, 51,200 to
S3,6001 Training provided!
Grand Canyon, Hawaii. Africa.
Send 54.95 for application, in.
for:melon guide (Pb,, free lob
guide to Lake Tahoe, CA), to
WH ITE WATER , 2533 Waft Ave..
Sacramento, CA 951110.
JOSS IN Alaska! Summer, yearround. High pay, WOO tu $2,000
per month All bees
Parks,
Fisheries, Oil Industry and
more, For 1981 employer
listings and into guide, send 14 to
ALASC.C., P.O. Box 9337. San
Jose, CA 95137, 15261 Sobey Rd..
Saratoga, C 95070.
TRI-C-I4EM liquid embroidery.
Crafts instructors wanted No
investment. we tram Have fun
while you earn Call Hazel at
0464031 for Rim demonstration
and Informalion.
OPENINGS this summer at
Camp K &moron, camp for
livIng Judaism, in S. Ca lit. Call
Glen $tein, 3311146,
SALESMAN WANTED Part time
job, lull time pay Eves and
Sat. Perfect for students. No
mem. needed. Call Crturne
Global 747.4314 bet* 3-s p.m.
SOLICITORS WANTED. thane and
loot. Solar Brokers. Nrly rate
plus bonus plus Comm Call 441.
SOO sk for Gary or Jan. Wit
your hrs around scilOoll
RECREATION DEPT. Salvation
Army has excursion position
open. Hours Itexitile to students
schedule. S4.50 ow/hr. Call Liz.
991,4400
P air) VACATION I arn a disabled
grad student seeking an n!cle
traveling comp Inc a summer
trip I am 31 No experience nee
5540 mo Call arn’s 354 3114.

WEEKEND AIDE to work a.m.’s for
disabled grad. student in L.G.
$4.60 hr. Will train. 354-2716.
NEED EXTRA 1 Need help wiM
wmding, yardwork and odd
jobs. Call 2297.4112.

EMPLOYEE? Going In
hearing? Don’t be under
Federal
sssss suited. The
Employee Union will probably
appothl a Union representative
In defend you The MS1116 will
send real lawyers frorn S.F. or
D.C. Demand equal represen
tation. Boycott the Federal
Employms Union,

DELIVERY PERSON needed 2days
a week or more. 1 to A Mon. and
Fri. Neat, clean person only
apply to
our party
rental store, B and BEE Party
Renh. 241-1700.
WANTED FEMALE A sssss ant to
help care for s
logic
female. 32 hours per week at
53.35 an hour. If interested, call

nt-ttss.
IF YOU Hare a home computer and
a modem you can do typing at
home and set your own hours.
Data can be transferred to us
over the telephone Accuracy
and cleat...debility essential.
Contact Advanced Computer
Ent. at eh-5575W details.

Housing
SAN JOSE Residence Club and
Mother Olson’s Lodging Houses:
Great guys and gals. Kitchen,
maid servic,
TV, linn,
courtyard
and
fireplace,
Parking. $50 to $60 per week
shared, 570 to SII5 per week
single. 202 5. lIlt, St. Office, 127
N. SM. St. Call 1914223.
OWN ROOMII Live in babysitter for
working single matter. Room
and board plus bonus. Call
Renee West at 291-0114 after 5
p.m.

FURN. STUDIO. All util. paid. 6365
me, plus sec. dep. 2 blks. SJSU.
Nen-mtleker. 21111422 evenings.

LOOKING FOR A
wedding photographer?
Images by
John Paulson Photography
are expressions of love. Soft,
elegant and universally understood. For the finest award’
winning photography, call John
at 44023$1.

PHI DELTA Theta! We are looking
forward to a great volleyball
exchange this Sunday! Gamma
Phi Beta.

TAXES DONE while you wait for
1040A and 50A. Reliable, fernier
business student. Call 2041559.

Services

YOGA w/Swmi
HOLISTIC
Niranlan. M thou Th, 7.9 p.m.
Lecture, wham discussion.
Sun. 7 9 p.m 330 S. 3rd, Suite C
(2nd floor). For information
regarding other activities and
workshops, call 257 5963,

AFFORDABLE, CUSTOM designed
invitations for weddings, parties
or
business
occasions.
Calligraphy our specialty. In
v dation* Ink
Call Colleen or
Terri at 2143444er 3175019.

HIT N’ RUN, Wedding/Party Band.
Top 40 music, appealing to all
ages. S member band available
now. Call Stuart at 2304761

FAST, PROFESSIONAL resumes
design, phototype and print.
Day/evening and Saturday
service (An Writers). Call 2951M92.

THE KERATIN Hair Clinic will cut
your hair for 512, children 14000
under for se. March 15, io.00 to
4.00 All prOceeds to go to
Council on Child Abuse and
Neglect. For appts. 244.7023

SAY IT With Balloons. The fun
all
ive to flowers! Two
dozen long-stemmed balloons
delivered for Valentine’s Day,
birthdays, or jolt to say "I love
you." Lofty Thoughts 151110011
Co. Call 76541%.
WEDDING SPECIAL
70 Color Prints
Itann, S hours of photography.
Bride keeps the negatives $250
Plus TAX To reserve your
wedding dale, call 144-3741.
Quality Wedding Photography
for 10 years by Douglas Schwartz

LARGE TWO bedroom, two bath,
sec. building and
sundecks. rec. room, washroom,
pool table, ping pang, 1550. 1425
and 5450 a month. One child OK,
under enCellent miznagement.
291’5452.
APT. FOR Rent. 5330 per mo., $55 S.
lant St., 3 bdrrns, 2 bath. Call
717.75541, 12 P.m. toe P.m.

CAMPUS CHRISTIAN Center:
nt
Roman Catholic and P
offer
ministries
campus
religious services, study groupS,
social events and counseling at
300 I. 10th St., call 2980100. Fr.
Dan Derry, Sr. Joan Panella,
Ms. Lynda DeManli, Rev. Norb
Firnhaber, Rev. Peter Koopman.

SKY DIVE: Our complete first lump
course is 355, group rate. 530. All
instructors licensed. Falcon
Parachute School. Call 12091134’
1S44.

LEARN TO Fly
Primary and
Advance Instruction C 152 021
per hour Wet Dual 54.50 ground
SS !hourly I Call Dan, 293-4157.

FREE COUNSELING FOR
Student Travel
Europe, Asia, Meek*, Hawaii,
Africa, USA, I
tonal
Identity Card. aural!. &than,
50041 card, camping tours,
overt*n if* placement. student
ship, wide map selection, books,
backpacks and voltage converters. Trip and Travel. (40W.
San Carlos (next to maks Public
Library), 2 blocks from campus.
Open 7 days. Mon -Fr,.,
Sat., 10-5; Sun., nO0n-5. Call 1921613.

TYPING
THAT’S
Tops.
Experienced typist for term
papers, Moms, etc. Santa Clara
area. Call Tony at 796-2017.

LOS ALTOS/Polo Alto. Selectric II
hying in my office, ills per
double-spaced page. 20 years
experience for SJSU students.
"Call Mensal 9407015.

TYPING: ACCURACY, neatness,
deadlines guaranteed. E
perienced in masters, reports
and dissertations. Approved by
SJSU Graduate Office IBM
Selectric II. 5.1/Blossom HIP
Area. Call Janet at 227-9525.

TYPING. TOP quality guaranteed.
IBM Correcting Selectric It. All
work prmled and edited tor
spelling. Rates: 51.50 for double
sp. Pine, $I for single sp. page;
53 per page for letters: $5 Per
page for resumes (incl. help
w/set up). Cash only No checks
please Remember. The bit.
terness of poor quality remains
long alter the sweetness of a low
price is forgotten. Call: KITTY
at 230-3099 between Sand 10 p.m
and on wmkends.

TYPING: DONE in my home
Reasonable. Call Lynn at 7207,14.

TYPING,
I’LL type anyMing.
Experienced,
dependable.
professional. North Valley area.
Call Mary Lou at 763-9751.
TYPING BY a professional. 20 years
experience. Neat, wcurale. All
formails. Theses, resumes,
reports,
dissertations.
Deadlines guaranteed. So. San
JOU, Call Kathie at 5701216.

SUMMER STUDY in Peru. Earn up
to 7 units next summer A total
GLEN/ALMADEN.
immersion 7 week experience in WILLOW
Gmbh typing and editing.
Peruwan Culture. Contact Or.
Research papers, resumes, etc.
Hamilton, Foreign Language, at
Ask for Marcia Morton at 360
277-2176.
9440
WHIT SWAYER RAFT trips
BEST PRICES
Discount prices in April! IS
percenI off For free brochure
Best Machine
Best Typist
.11 4114 4551 or wrIte. RollInson
River Rafting, 332 Palmer ve.,
*N. 3rd. No. 023
Aptos. CA 05003.
217-4355 after

TYPING, THESIS, Term Papers,
etc. Experienced and last.
Rthisenable rates. Call 20-1474
HAYMOND AND Tyson Secretarial
Fast,
Service.
preeled. Typing edited for
Spilling. ISM Selectric Call
Sharen at 0264274 between 530
and 10:30 p.m.
TYPING -. FAST, accurate and
professional.
5 1.511/pg.
Call
KEY
Cley/Eves.
947-1433
or
5774535.
MACK E RS,

TYPING/ EXPERIENCED SeCy
Reports, resumes,
typos II!
theses, low cost, manote fast
Pugh quality. Pans 347-2641, eves.
(Santa Clara nr. San Tomas
Ep.I

irsmommowismingoommi ssssss imissimummommomƒBmmam

WALK TO class from your aptl Very
large. Clean, ithiet 1 bdrm, incl.
rum DN.
"Gill Cable"
431 S. Ith. 5310 Furn.315-031.

SPARTAN DAILY
CLASSIFIED AD RATES

WALK TO corneas! Newly
remodeled studios and I berm,
w/pool Mom MI5 including gas
and heat 4205 3rd 394 54112,

WEEKEND TYPING vac weekday.
IBM Electric. SI per page,
editing, OHMS 214.9457.

PROF. TYPING services. IBM
SelectrIc correctable. 110 stcpM
’ ce. All typing
10 years
accepted! Call Jane at 2511942
any time. SI.S0 per Page.
TYPING, PROFESSIONAL, Neat,
Theses, Reports,
ACcurate
Relunies. Choice of &enfants
incl. tech 253-3015.

TYPING
FAST, Accurate and
Professional. Theses, Rume,
Reports. Deadlines quaranteen.
Reasonable rates IBM Selectric
III. Call Jan, 713 1556, in San
Jose.
THE SECRETARY in Sunnyvale
has OX Electronic Typewriter.
Also, dictaphone to transcribe
tapes. Editing capability. Phone
737.1304 for quote.

Manuscripts,
THESES.
etc.; ISM SC II Cynthia/S.C.,
247.1413, Mary/MV., 041-2541.
TYPING:
Quality typing at
reasonable rates. IBM Selmtric
II self-correcting. Pickup and
delivery on campus. 10 years
exp. Call Molest 246-1641.

CUPERTINO TYPING near
IBM
College.
DeAnni
Selec/ Many type styles 51/dbl
sped pg. Like any 100, good
work/low cost. Charlene 2570977 day/eve

TYPING IN my home
IBM
Electronic 60 typewriter North
valley Area II .50 Obi spaced
page. Cash Call Elsie, 259.4913,

TYPING, ISM Electric. It per page.
Editing. Phone: 274.1457,

DONE, Term Papers,
Etc Nancy, 441-3516.
alter 6 p.m-

TYPING

MMMMMMMMM simminum

Print YOU( 10
(Count approtiongitelid 30 letters and 5n0; cc l::’ tint

(Effective: Fall 1980)

HOUSING TO share 3 bilrm, 3 bath.
AUK. swimming, tennis. S250
mooed 1/3 Oil. Single only, ref.
3734151.

Ono
day

Two
days

Wu.
days

row
days

Foto
days

facto
add
’,anal
day

3/nos

$280

$350

$385

$405

$420

070

4 Ones

$350

*420

$4 53

$14 75

$450

I 70

5 kilos

$420
$4 50

$490

$525

*541

70

$560

$595

$6 15

$560
$630

Imes

PUSH. I Or. apt. Clean, quiet. All
OIL paid. $315 and sm. dm, Nr
SJSU. Non Smoker. Avail April
I. 311-11632, eves.

.970

Prini name
Andreas
CM/

Endued le

tech addmonal lam add
$70

$ 70

$ 70

$70

70

Minimum Throe Linen One Ow
Semester Rent tall t000es1
10110.. Se 5 00
1 5 lines 560 00
1 30 00

Personals
TO THS girl who watches Km Seeps
In the p.m ’5. You’re
MeV
Spec H I looking pe ruin that
would like to meet I’ll be
writing again soon.

Chock

PHI DIILTAS. We had a wenderhil
lime in Madly. Lave, TM
Ladles of Gamma Phi Seta

Clasp/warn

277-3175

Announcetrient

Help Wanted

Autotnotiva

Housing

Setidictis

to, Sale

Lost and ’intend

Staten

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
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EASYTYPE TYPING Service, east,
accurate, professional. Word
processing available. A complete typing service. Call 2490412.

Typing

TYPING: ONE letter to large mail
lists, reports, manuals or
resumes
Quality work at
reasonable prices. Call THE
EXECUTIVES ASSISTANT at
2110-1140.

Travel

TYPING: THESES, reports,
etc. IBM Selectrk Si per hili
double spaced, typed page. Live
near Cambrian/Los Gatos area.
Conscientious. Call Pat at 35{2015.

Monday. March 16, 1951
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Career Planning and
Placement will feature
speakers talking about
career opportunities for
auditors with the state of
California tomorrow at 2
Business
in
p.m
Classrooms, room 4.
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Career Planning and
Placement will feature
speakers talking about
career opportunities for
engineers with the state of
California tomorrow at 2
p.m. in Business Tower,
room 50

The financial aid
department at SJSU is
urging all 1981-82 applicants to write their
respective Congressmen to
try to hasten legislation so
the students’ awards can
be known.
The department is
sending SJSU students who
have applied for aid for
1981-82 letters explaining
the delay in notification
and asking the students to
immediately write their
Congressmen.
Congress has yet to
approve a family contribution schedule, the cost
of attendance regulations
or a supplemental appropriations bill.
Without the family
contribution schedule, the
central processor for the
Basic Education Opportuunity Grants is unable
to forward the Student
Eligibility Reports to the

Normally,
students.
students applying for the
grant would recieve the
eligibility report within six
weeks of submitting the
initial application.
the
of
Because
proposed cuts in the
Reagan administration
budget, financial aid
workers are also awaiting
the passage of $911 million
in supplemental appropriations.
Without the additional
money, grants could be as
low as $1,250 in 1981-82
when the projected amount
was originally $1,750.
The financial aid
department wants students
to write Congressional
imrepresentatives
mediately, indicating the
know
the
students’ need to
amount of aid they will be
receiving for the 1981-82
year.
Normally, applicants

A.S. asks itself for funds
to acquire office machines
The request will be
made at today’s 1:30
meeting of the A.S. special
allocations committee.
The committee will
also consider the Lady
Spartan Club Softball
Team’s request for $2,348
and the SJSU Sailing Club’s
request for $2,220.

tly
the
allocations committee, he mended
said he will abstain from manufacturer that we
scrap it for salvage value."
voting on the request.
The present copier
Fil
said
the does not work for more
arrangement to buy the than two weeks without

A.S. is trying to purchase a Xerox System 4,000
copier from the A.S. Print
Shop for $5,000, according
to A.S. Controller Tom Fil,
who is making the funding
request on behalf of A.S.

Print Shop’s copier, which "some serious down time,"
is not large enough to meet Fil said.
the shop’s needs, is "an
"We need a Xerox
incredibly good deal."
machine," he said. "We
He said the copier’s deal with a lot of papermarket value could be as work."
high as $7,000.
Fil said there is now
The Sevin copier only
operable
one
currently used by the A.S. typewriter in the A.S. of’
government is "always
broken," Fil said.

Since Fil is also
chairperson of the special

’’The expense bill
comes annually to about
$2,000. It’s been recom-

Eight -week
Session

fice. If the three new ones,
costing $931.50 each, are
funded, one will be used by
the office secretary, one by
the receptionist and one by
the A.S. president.

Copier currently being used
by A.S. is ’always broken’

Summer Session 81
UC Berkeley
June 22 to
August 14

Attend UC Berkeley this summer
Entrance requirements are dropped
and admission is uncomplicated
Sixty departments offer introductory
and advanced courses for Univernity
credit
Intensive workshops in Arabic,
Chinese, French, German, Greek,
Japanese, Latin, Portuguese, Russian. Spanish, Thai, and Vietnamese
(June 22 -August 28)
’lb obtain a free copy of the Summer
Session Bulletin, containing full information and an application, call or write:
Summer Session
22 Wheeler Hall
Dc Berkeley
Telephone:
Berkeley, CA 94720
(415) 642-5611

Fil said the AS. is
getting a discount on the
typewriters because it is an
auxiliary organization of
the state government. He
said they would cost about
$1,100 each ins store.

more efficiently A.S. will
be able to get its
correspondence done
clearly,"
A.S.
board
member Jim Rowen said.
The new equipment
will make the A.S.
bureaucracy
"more
businesslike,
more
representative of students’
interests and more like the
half -million -dollar nonprofit organization that it
is," Rowen said.
"The A.S. business
office has up-to-date office
equipment," Rowen said.
"Why shouldn’t the
government office?"

Death Valley Field
Studies Trip Registration
will be held March 16, 17, 18
and 19 from 1:30-3 p.m at
the patio outside Spartan
Bookstore.

The Little Sisters of
Alpha Tau Omega will hold
a St. Patrick’s Day carnation sale in front of the
Student Union tomorrow.

Teatro
De
La
Esperanza will present a
bilingual theatrical performance tonight at 8 in the
Montgomery Theatre at
Market and San Carlos
streets.

The
University.
Committee in Solidarity
with El Salvador will hold a
Campus Ministry will
hold a Bible study
tomorrow from 12:30-1:30
p.m in the S.0 Almaden
Room.

receiving
would
be
notification of aid by early
June, but unless Congress
takes immediate action,
notification will be indefinitely delayed.

The Full Life Institute
will present a lecture by
Glenn Gaesser from the
Department of Human
Performance on exercise
and preventive medicine,
tomorrow at 7 p.m. in the
S.U. Umunhurn Room. For
more information, call 2772954.

The Special Olympic
Committee will present a
slide show from 9 a.m. to 4
ATTENTION: Sparp.m. today through March
19. For more information, taguide announcement will
call Mark Pattenavde at run on a space-available
basis.
257-5708.

ELIE’S
Foreign & Domer,to

AUTO
REPAIR SERVICE
Complete tuneup $36
Oil change lube $12.50
Special:
$95
complete
Brake or Muffler rob
Call 298.8499 Elie
428’, Market,

J

As.

HERE’S YOUR CHANCE TO SHOW OFF YOUR ATHLETIC ABILITIES
IN SUCH AREAS OF COMPETITION AS . . SWIMMING, RUNNING,
JUMPING, THROWING, BICYCLING, BOWLING AND WEIGHT LIF
TING’,
CHOOSE YOUR COMPETITION!!
BOTH TEAM AND INDIVIDUAL SIGN UPS
MALE AND FEMALE CATEGORIES

Sign-ups 2/23 -- 3/16
GENERAL MEETING 320
COMPETITION
FRIDAY, SATURDAY AND
SUNDAY
MARCH 27th, 28th, 29th
SIGN UP AT LEISURE SERVICES OFFICE
QUESTIONS’ CALL PETE AT 277 2971
FUNDED BY ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

Rowen said the
equipment in the office,
including the photocopier,
"The more efficient may be used by any student
our office machinery is, the free of charge.

Coming attractions no one will miss
And now you have an opportunity to see prophecy come to
life ... to watch the future unfold in one of the most dazzling
iisual presentations ever created.
The show is based on a script written over 2.000 years ago,
hut it was assembled }uit recently when Kenneth Cox
received permission to photograph one of the’ world’s largest
private collections of religious art. Using over 2.000 slides. 21
projectors and four 10’hy 10 screens. Mr. Cox leads a startling
expedition through our past. present and future. You’ll
marvel at the sights .. vivid, life -like illustration’s of scenes
i
itiiiigined before.
Its not a movie. It’s
documentary. It’s a mixed
media. multi image slide show
that takes you back through
history and projects you into far
rttaches of our future Come and
see this fascinating presentation!
Al iNlb,sl iN I RI I
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The Monday Movies
will present "Get Out Your
Handkerchiefs" tonight at
7 and 10 in Morris Daily
El Concilio will hold an Auditorium.
urgent meeting tonight at 5
in the S.0 Almaden Room.

arnyflynni Aid applicants urged
to write to Congress

tne lowest form of humor

by Jeffrey R. Smith
The
Associated
Students board of directors
will request $7,794 from its
own fund of student money
to buy a photocopier and
three IBM typewriters for
the A S. government office.

meeting tonight at 7 in the
S.U. Almaden Room.

Career Planning and
Placement will feature
speakers talking about
career opportunities with
Crocker Bank tomorrow at
2 p.m. in the Engineering
Building, room 207.
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Tweety is a cagey bird!
He finds everything he needs
in the
Spartan Daily Classifieds
277-3175

